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I am honoured to be invited by the Bishop of Cork to send greetings to St Fin Barre's Cathedral on
the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the dedication of today's cathedral church. I wish to
congratulate everyone who contributes to the life of the cathedral day by day and year by year on
reaching this significant milestone in 2020.I congratulate particularly Dean Dunne and Bishop
Colton both of whom in complementary ways keep alive and fresh the heritage of St Fin Barre today,
as countless generations have done so up until this great day ofdays.

For anyone who knows Cork, St Fin Barre's is an integral part of the cityscape by day and by night.
Not only is it a landmark, it is a marker of identity which all the people of Cork hold dear. And so,
irrespective of denomination or faith, St Fin Barre's is a focus of affection and a focus of pride in a
building of profound beauty and of inexhaustible inspiration. I had the privilege of serving in St Fin
Barre's and of living in 9 Dean Street with my family for five unforgettable years. In the house, the
cathedral was a constant presence overlooking us benignly and protectively.

The Collect for St Andrew's Day, the day of dedication of the cathedral, takes us back to the earliest
days of invitation and response to follow Jesus Christ. As the first disciples were called by the Son of
God, we today are called by the Word of God. As St John's Gospel teaches us, these are the same
person. The gifts of calling and of belongrng are the same today. They ricochet down the ages with
joy and with delight. St Fin Barre's Cathedral bears wifiress to this instinct to tell and to share the
good news of the kingdom of God in2020 in fresh and inventive ways while it also honours the
inherited traditions.

My hopes and my prayers are that November 30fr 2020 will be a greatday of celebration for St Fin
Barre's Cathedral by the banks of the River Lee.
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